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Abstract –This paper proposes a method to control power 
flow in a multi-port active-bridge converter. Integration of 
distributed renewable energy resources (RES) and energy storage 
devices in smart buildings is increasing, emphasizing the need for 
an efficient way of exchanging power between multiple loads and 
resources. Considering their advantages, including small size, 
high efficiency and isolation, active-bridge converters are one of 
the major candidates for this application. An important feature 
of an active-bridge converter is that any number of ports can be 
connected to it. One disadvantage of this type of converters is 
that the power transfer is intertwined between ports, and any 
changes in power exchange of one port affects all other ports. 
Power transfer is controlled by applying phase shift between 
switching of different ports1. Difficulty of finding a set of phase 
shifts for realization of the desired power flow increases rapidly 
by increasing the number of ports. Instead of analytically solving 
the direct equations of power transfer, the control scheme 
presented in this paper employs feedforward and feedback loops 
to determine a set of correct angles in a few switching cycles. The 
feedforward loop uses a mathematical model of the converter to 
predict a set of angles very close to a correct solution and reaches 
the final value after a few cycles; but any discrepancies between 
the mathematical model and real values of the elements can lead 
to steady state errors. Hence, a PI feedback loop is added in 
order to eliminate steady state errors. Several software and 
hardware-in-the-loop simulations were performed to assess 
performance of the proposed control system. 

Mots-clés—Modular control, multi-port converter, active 
bridge. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

New regulations in terms of environment will lead in the 
coming years to a greater use of Renewable energy sources 
(RES) coupled with energy storage technologies in smart 
buildings. In this perspective, future buildings will include 
several different types of equipment like RES, batteries, AC 
bus, and possibly DC bus in a near future [1, 2]. Considering 
different scenarios, electrical energy could flow nearly in any 
direction between any objects. Conversion functions will 
therefore be necessary to adjust the energy flows between these 
different resources and loads. 

In this context, Active-bridge converters is a good 
candidate to realize this conversion function because it can 
realize power exchange between several ports through using a 
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single shared magnetic core, i.e., a multi-port high-frequency 
transformer. It also provides galvanic isolation and can perform 
dc voltage regulation [3,4]. 

Several researchers have worked on control of multi-port 
active bridges. Most of these researches discuss of triple- or 
quad-active bridge [5, 6], and consider certain constraints on 
power flow of one or two ports to simplify the control. So their 
control system cannot be used for the control of a generic 
multi-port converter. A generic model of multi-port active 
bridge is proposed in [7], along with an optimized control 
system. Since the power transfer equations are very 
complicated in an n-port converter, some approximations are 
considered in [7] to simplify and directly solve them. These 
approximations can lead to inaccuracies in the output. 
Additionally, in an open loop control system that uses 
analytical model of a converter, any deviations between the 
model and the real value can cause steady state errors. 

This paper presents a new method to control the power 
exchange in a multi-port active bridge converter. The control 
method is modular and can be employed for control of active 
bridge converters with any number of ports. Section 2 will 
briefly discuss the control scheme, and simulation results will 
be presented in section 3. Section 4 includes conclusion. 

2. THE CONTROL SCHEME 

In the dual active-bridge converter, depicted in Figure 1-a, 
the power is exchanged based on phase shift (�) between the 
voltages generated on each port. As a common approximation 
approach, only the first harmonic of the rectangular voltages 
are studied [7]. Therefore, the converter can be modeled as 
Figure 1-b. Real power exchange between two sinusoidal 
voltage sources that are connected through an inductor L can be 
calculated using the following equation. 

� = ����2�	 sin	(�) (1) 

where 	 = 2��	(�	is the switching frequency), ��	and ��	are 
magnitudes of first harmonics of rectangular voltages and � is 
the phase shift between ��	and ��. 

Figure 2 illustrates first harmonic representation of an n-port 
active bridge. The power exchange between ports of this model 
is not easily determined. In a general power flow control 
problem, there is a matrix of P* = [P1*, P2*, …, Pn*] that sets 
the desired amount of real power flowing into or out of each 



 

port. Therefore, the control system needs to determine how to 
switch the active bridges to achieve the desired power flow, 
i.e., it should calculate for each active bridge, magnitude and 
angle of its voltage phasor. In order to minimize currents and 
losses, magnitudes of voltage phasors are considered constant 
at their maximum value. Hence the angles between these 
phasors are the only control parameters which should be 
determined.  

It is possible to write � − 1 separate equations from the � − 1 
voltage loops in Figure 2, and also one equation for currents at 
the common coupling point (CCP). Altogether, these equations 
can be displayed in the form of a matrix as (2) 

� 0�� − ��					…						���� − ��
� = � 1		−��		…		0		

1��…0 		…………
10…	−����

10…		��
� × � � �… �� (2) 

where	�!	is 	�!. Hereafter, the three matrixes in (2) will be 
referred as �∆, �	and	$, respectively. Additionally, �	is defined 
as 

� = ���0…0 		 0��…0 		…………		 00…��
� (3) 

The currents can be determined in terms of voltage phasors, 
after calculating inverse of �: $ = 	��� × �∆	 (4) 

The amount of power flowing to or from each port to the 
common coupling point (CCP) can be expressed as � = %&'((	� × $∗)	 (5) 

where $∗	is a matrix of complex conjugate of elements of I. 
Voltage phasors are complex vectors and can be expressed in 
terms of magnitude and phase �! = |�| cos(�!) +  ∗ |�|sin	(�!)	 (6) 

where �! is switching angle compared to a certain reference 
for phase (in this case vCCP phase is the reference). After 
replacing (6) in (3) and (4), the power transfer can be expressed 
only in terms of switching angles. Using (5) to determine a set 
of angles that will realize our desired power flow (P*) gives a 
complicated set of equations in terms of �!. For example, (7) 
shows one of these equations. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Dual active bridge converter : a) topology ; b) transformer voltages ; c) 
first harmonic representation of the AC sources and the inductor used to 
calculate power flow. 

�1 = 1(�1�2�3 +	�1�2�4 	+ 	�1�3�4 +	�2�3�4)	∗ 0'1cos �12 1'1sin �1∗ (�2�3 +	�2�4 	+ 	�3�4)− �3�4'2sin �2 − �2�4'3sin �3− �2�3'4sin �4)2−	'1sin �12 1'1cos �1∗ (�2�3 +	�2�4 	+ 	�3�4)− �3�4'2cos �2 − �2�4'3cos �3− �2�3'4cos �4)23	

(7) 

where '! is magnitude of the first harmonic of port 4.  

If this set of equations was easy to solve, a new set of 
angles would be calculated as soon as a new command for 
power flow (P*) would arrive. In fact, using the set of angles, 
the switching control system would be able to instantly realize 
the desired power flow. What makes the power flow problem 
complex, is that this set of equations is not easy to solve due to 
the interphase coupling between the inductances, and also the 
fact that there are more than one set of angles that can realize 
the desired active power flow (but lead to different reactive 
power flows). Not only integrated control chips are unable to 
solve it in real time numerically, but also PC software 
environments fail to provide parametric solutions and 
optimization routines have to be implemented. It can be noticed 
that, even if it was possible to solve this set of equations, the 
result would not be directly usable because of inaccuracies in 
parameters. In fact, this result is obtained for estimated values 
of inductors not for their real values. Nevertheless, other 
methods than directly solving equations (5) can be 
implemented to find the correct set of angles. One way is to 
simplify the equations and to determine a set of angles that is 
close enough to the correct set of angles. Afterwards, the 
control system would be able to converge to the correct power 
flow by doing a few iterations or using a feedback loop,  

A feedforward loop is one of the methods that can be 
useful. The feedforward loop designed in this paper will 
instantly calculate an approximate solution; at the same time, it 
starts doing some internal iterations (based on the model data) 
and improves accuracy of the solution step by step. This loop 
uses (8) to calculate the angles between each input. Similar to 
(1), this equation gives the amount of real power that passes 
through an inductance in terms of voltage phasors of each end. 
In order to solve (8), the control system needs to determine 
voltage phasor of the common coupling point (�556) first. 
From Figure 2, �556 can be expressed as (9).  

 

 
Fig. 2. First harmonic representation of a multi-port active bridge converter 

 



 

�! = �!�5562�!	 sin	(�!) (8) 

�556 = �! −  ∗  !�! (9) 

In the first step, currents are zeros (�556 = �!) or equal to 
the previous state. The feedforward loop can now provide its 
first estimation of the angles and send it to the switching 
control units. At the same time, it replaces the first guess angles 
in (4), so a model-based estimation of currents will be available 
and a new value for �556 can be determined through solving 
(9) for each port. Based on the new value of �556, the next set 
of angles can be extracted from (8), which are closer to the 
final correct answer. Through several iterations, the 
feedforward loop improves accuracy of its output quickly and 
finds a set of correct angles. This loop uses a mathematical 
model of the converter. So if in a real world implementation, 
the model is not accurate, which usually happens, steady state 
errors will appear in the output. In order to correct the steady 
state error, a PI feedback loop of power is added to the system. 
Figure 3 depicts the final control system. 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Several simulations were performed in a 4-port converter, 
illustrated in Figure 4, to verify performance of the proposed 
control system. Table 1 lists parameters of the simulated 
converter. In a real system, resources with different voltage 
levels can be connected to each port, provided that the 
transformer turn ratios are defined correctly. Since the goal 
here is to control of power flow, all voltage levels and 
inductors are simply considered to be identical; but the control 
theory works as well for systems with different voltage levels 
and inductors. Performance of the proposed control system is 
first compared to another control system, which only has a PI 
feedback loop. The desired power flow,	�∗, changes with time 
in order to assess dynamic responses of the three systems. It 
should be noted that in these simulations, P2, P3 and P4 
correspond to PV, dc grid, and battery, respectively, whose 
power flow are imposed by higher level controllers; while P1 
(not included in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for better demonstration) 
corresponds to ac grid, which is not directly controlled and 
provides the difference between production and consumption 
of the former 3 objects. 

Figure 5 shows performance of the control systems towards 
step changes in reference power flow, �∗. The PI feedback 
controller, seems to correctly converge to the correct power 
flow. However, the feedforward controller has clear advantage 
over PI feedback in terms of speed. It should be noted that the 
impact of a change in power flow of one port on the other ones 
is also limited for the feedforward controller even with a higher 
dynamic of power variations. Not to mention that the PI 
feedback system needs further study in terms of stability 
because significant step changes may occur in reference power 
flow due to different scenarios such as ac grid failure or 
introduction of a large load. 

In another scenario, +10%, -10% and -10% errors were 
applied to L1, L2 and L3 inductances, respectively. These 
errors represent discrepancies between the model and real 
world values. Steady state errors that are a results of the 
difference between the model and the real world values can be 
easily distinguished in Figure 6-a (the light blue markers show 
the steady state errors). Meanwhile, performance of the 
feedback loop system, Figure 6-b, was not affected by the 
error.  

 

Table 1. Simulation parameters 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Voltage amplitude 100 v Switching frequency 100 kHz 
Inductances 5 uH Simulation timestep 10 ns 

 

Figure 6-c displays performance of the control system 
proposed in this paper, which is a combination of feedforward 
and feedback loops. This system benefits from quick dynamic 
of the feedforward loop, while eliminating the steady state error 
using the feedback loop. It is worth mentioning that using the 
approximate solution of the feedforward, the system quickly 
reaches somewhere close to the final operating point, so the PI 
is only used for small adjustments. This means that the 
proportional and integral gains can be very small, and 
compared to the control system with that only has a feedback 
loop (depicted in Figure 5-b), the risk of instability issue is 
much lower. 

 
Fig. 3. The control system. 

 
Fig. 4. The simulated 4-port converter. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Simulation of step changes in reference power flow : a) feedforward 
loop; b) feedback loop. 



 

 
Fig. 6. Simulation with 10% error in modeling: a) feedforward loop; b) 
feedback loop; c) proposed controller. 

4. HARDWARE IN THE LOOP RESULTS 

Software simulation environments are usually the most cost 
efficient and quickest tools at hand for assessing performance 
of a new control system. If the performance is satisfying in 
simulations, the control system can be implemented on 
industrial control chips and tested on prototypes that are safer 
and cheaper than real full-scale devices and systems. But 
developing a prototype is still time consuming, it is difficult 
and risky to test special study cases on prototypes, and also 
some minor programming or implementation problems in the 
control system can damage a prototype or cause risks. In order 
to prevent these costs and risks, hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) 
systems are used for verification of control systems. When 
connected to a HIL, a control chip works as it is connected to a 
real full-scale system or grid because the HIL simulates the 
full-scale system in a nearly real time manner without the risk 
of a breakdown of the converter. Although it is still some kind 
of software simulation and faces several types of limitations 
due to its real-time responses, HIL is a good way for debugging 
and validating the control systems that are implemented on 
electronic chips.  

Therefore, a hardware-in-the-loop validation was 
performed, in addition to the simulations, to further verify 
correct performances of the designed control system. Typhoon 
HIL 402 was used as the hardware-in-the-loop real time 
simulator. The control system was implemented on a National 
Instruments myRIO 1900 target. Implementation of the control 
system on myRIO was done through National Instruments 
LabVIEW software environment. Several analog/digital 
connections between myRio and HIL 402 were used to transfer 
command signals and feedback measurements. Parameters of 
the simulated converter network are presented in Table 2.  
Figure 7 illustrates the setup for hardware-in-the-loop tests. 
The myRIO includes a Xilinx Z-7010 CPU and FPGA. Analog 
and digital input/outputs are interfaced through FPGA, while 
most of the mathematical calculations, including the feedback 
and feedforward loops, are performed by the CPU. There are 
several ways to exchange data between the FPGA and the 
CPU. In this implementation, the FPGA reads the 
measurements from analog input, performs some pre-
processing and scaling on the raw data and then passes the data 
to the CPU. The control process is performed inside the CPU 

and then the switching commands and references are sent back 
to the FPGA, who in turn scales and passes it to the 
analog/digital output of myRIO. The notebook is connected to 
both myRIO and HIL 402, and controls the simulation, circuit 
configurations and coefficient, while at the same time receives 
measurements from HIL 402 and captures the data. 

Performance of the feedforward loop is shown in Figure 8, 
with two consecutive load steps. It shows that the system works 
properly if the model values are the same as real values. 
However, if there are discrepancies between the model and the 
real values, steady state errors appear, as shown in Figure 9. 
There are 10% errors in values of L1, L2 and L3 in Figure 9.  

Performance of the proposed control system, including a 
feedback and a feedforward loop is illustrated in Figure 10. 
Here, the steady state error has been eliminated by the PI 
feedback. Although the system does not converge as fast as the 
feedforward-only system, but it is still fast enough. It is worth 
mentioning that proportional gain of the PI was determined 
using (8), i.e., how much an angle should be increased or 
decreased in order to compensate for 1kW change in power, 
assuming sin(�) = �. Time step of the integrator was defined 
regarding execution rate limit of the CPU on myRIO, because 
the PI controllers were implemented on the CPU. 

 

 
Fig. 7. HIL test system: a) the test setup; b) the schematics of the connections 
between the controller, the HIL hardware and the notebook. 

 

Table 2. Hardware-in-the-loop parameters 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 

Voltage amplitude 100 v Switching frequency 2.5 kHz 
Inductances 200 uH HIL 402 timestep 6 us 

myRio FPGA timestep 25 us myRio CPU timestep 1 ms 



 

 
Fig. 8. Hardware-in-the-loop results: step response of the feedforward loop. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Hardware-in-the-loop results: step response of the feedforward loop 
with 10% error in modeling; green markers show steady state errors. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Hardware-in-the-loop results: step response of the porposed controller 
with 10% error in modeling. 

5. CONCLUSION 

A multi-port active-bridge converter employs a multi-port 
high frequency transformer to realize simultaneous power 
exchange between several electrical power generation and 
consumption devices. Therefore, it is a desirable solution for 

connecting multiple objects in a smart building, such as PV, 
wind turbine, batteries, ac grid, and dc grid. Power exchange is 
controlled through applying phase difference between 
switching of different active bridges. As the number of ports 
increase, controlling power exchange becomes a complicated 
problem and cannot be easily solved analytically. This paper 
proposes a control system composed of feedforward and 
feedback loops that can realize desired power flow in a multi-
port active-bridge converter. The feedforward initially provides 
an approximate solution for the power flow problem, and the 
feedback loop converges the system to the exact desired power 
flow. 

Software simulations and hardware-in-the-loop tests were 
performed to validate performance of the proposed control 
scheme. Results showed that the feedforward loop converges 
quickly, but it can converge to wrong values in case of 
discrepancies between the model and the real system. The PI 
single loop system converges to the correct value but with 
undesirable dynamics. The proposed control system converges 
to correct values faster than the PI single loop system and also 
converges to correct values even in case of errors in modeling. 
It can be concluded that the proposed control system benefits 
from fast dynamic behavior of feedforward loop and steady 
state error correction of feedback loop. 

In future works, it would be interesting to employ more 
powerful controller and HIL hardware to realize the hardware-
in-the-loop setup with smaller time steps and higher accuracy, 
and also develop prototypes to assess performance of the 
control system. Additionally, other methods can be used for 
approximating and solving the power flow problem, which 
may provide solutions closer to the final value. The closer the 
solution to the final value, the smaller the dynamics and the 
faster the system will converge. 
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